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Who Ordered That?!

In 1936, Anderson & Neddermeyer used a 
cloud chamber and found ± charged particle 
in the cosmic ray:   me- < M < mp+

• A surprising discovery

It was NOT Yukawa’s “meson” (1935) to 
mediate p+, n strong nuclear force:

• Pair production from !*
• Highly penetrating: no strong interactions
• Highly ionizing: a slow-motion  M ~ 200 me-
• Decaying to electron with a lifetime  " ~ 2 x 10-6 s

“Who ordered THAT?!”   
(谁点的这道菜？！)

-- I. I. Rabi  (1944 Nobel Laureate)
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• There are two “mesons”!
In 1948, Lattes et al. used a photographic emulsion detector, 
observing two charged particles:

!±à "±à e±

Both named by Lattes, 
the discovery of "± led to another discovery of !±!

The !±,0 are the Yukawa mesons 
mediating the strong force!

(1949)
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• Parity violation in muon decay

Lederman et al. & Friedman et al. 
made it with polarized muons: 

<latexit sha1_base64="6BcMTAI2f1nT7ZNCUcZEko4UUA8=">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</latexit>

dNe

d cos ✓
/ 1 + ~pe · ~nµ ⇠ 1� 1

3
cos ✓e

Following Prof. Wu’s experiment:

Phys. Rev. 105, 1413 (1957)

Phys. Rev. 105, 1415 (1957);
Phys. Rev. 106, 1290 (1957)

<latexit sha1_base64="aYPBmqO2bj/UT6229hQavSYZ8jk=">AAACHXicbVDLahsxFNWkjzjuy00XIXQjagqFgpkppfGqmHQTsigO1IkhMoNGc22LaEZCuhMww3xLNv2VQAilBBIIzSbbfEbkxyZODwiOzj0X6ZzEKOkwDP8FK0+ePnu+Wlurv3j56vWbxtv1facLK6AntNK2n3AHSubQQ4kK+sYCzxIFB8nRj+n84Biskzr/hRMDg4yPcjmUgqOX4sb3Mv0ZA2Xam2jKhHYMx4C8osxYbVBT/jlhtGTHIOhuxUSqcXEzMVRxoxm2whnoYxItSLPTvr3YuLnb7MaNM5ZqUWSQo1DcucMoNDgouUUpFFR1VjgwXBzxEZSzdBX96KWUDrX1J0c6Ux/4eObcJEu8M+M4dsuzqfi/2WGBw/aglLkpEHIxf2hYKOpDT6uiqbQgUE084cJK/0Mqxtxygb7Quo8eLQd9TPa/tKJvra97voNtMkeNvCcfyCcSkS3SITukS3pEkN/knFySq+AkOA3+BH/n1pVgsfOOPEBwfQ91a6XP</latexit>

dNe

d cos ✓
/ a+ b ~J · ~pe

(1957)
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• Heavy Quark Onia:

“Lederman’s shoulder”:
1968-1969@BNL di-muon expt:

“Ooops-leon” 
(Leon Lederman)

the !(bb)à"+ "- Discovery ushered the J/#(cc) Discovery 

(1976)

- -
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• Two flavors of neutrinos:

• Neutrino Deeply Inelastic Scattering
In addition to 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 9, 36 (1962)

Lederman-Schwartz-Steinberger made the !" beam!

And there “!” is NOT !e!

<latexit sha1_base64="nQSnFgzI5/9TX4supEnaz1p35fU=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLhUJiigIZUZEXYpuXEkr9gGmlkwmbUMzD5I7ahm69Ivc9BP8BTcibhT8CTPTbtp6IXA45yS557iRFBps+92amp6ZnZtfWMwtLa+sruXXNyo6jBXjZRbKUNVcqrkUAS+DAMlrkeLUdyWvup2rVK8+cqVFGNxBN+J1n7YC0RSMgqEa+VsC/BmydxLFvV5CIvFAIh8TCDHx4wwfYRLEBJNb0WoDVSp8wiSljHAzZrw56DXye3bBzgZPAmcI9i62+6Xfl51+sZF/I17IYp8HwCTV+t6xI6gnVIFgkvdyJNY8oqxDWzzJNu3hfUN5uBkqcwLAGTvio77WXd81Tp9CW49rKfmfdh9D87yeiCCKgQds8FEzltiETOvDnlCcgewaQJkSZkPM2lRRBqbknInujAedBJXjgnNaOCmZDi7RYBbQFtpFh8hBZ+gCXaMiKiOG+ugDfaMf69V6tz6tr4F1yhre2UQjY/3+Ae4zrDg=</latexit>

⇡± ! µ± + ⌫ ) ⌫ +N ! µ± +N 0

(1). Muon flavor identified: Lepton flavor physics!
(2). Neutrino beam and scattering opens a new avenue

We have

<latexit sha1_base64="GXxaaJHNFkX3cyDIiyuaW31sjGE=">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</latexit>

e± +N !(�⇤) e± + hadrons :

F e
2 (x) = 2xF e

1 (x) = x
X

q

e2q[q(x) + q̄(x)]
<latexit sha1_base64="KPtTyKCcXTUx6NyBEgEXqoUK7bI=">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</latexit>

⌫µ +N !(W⇤) µ± + hadrons :

F ⌫
2 (x) = 2xF ⌫

1 (x) = x
X

u,d

[d(x) + ū(x)], F ⌫
3 (x) = 2[d(x)� ū(x)]

Precision measurements: 
<latexit sha1_base64="CPO8PxIkgcS5qP02gEGG/VQ9Kh8=">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</latexit>

s(x)� s̄(x), Vcd, Vcs, sin ✓W

(1988)

(1990)
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• Muons as sources of atmospheric !",e
<latexit sha1_base64="sSS+eRPYS22N8edWB67dVTIysvU=">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</latexit>

⇡±, K± ! µ± + ⌫µ

µ± ! ⌫µ + ⌫e + e±

(2015)

The Super-Kamiokande experiment provided 
a very precise measurement of neutrino oscillation
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• Muons for discovery @ Colliders 
Muons are the most penetrating particle, 

and thus most “visible” at the LHC.

The Higgs boson discovery:

“Compact Muon Solenoid”
(2013)
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Continuing Explorations

And COMET @ J-PARC
Sensitivity:

(m!/me)2~42,000

“the muon campus”
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• Nu-Storm @ FNAL / PIP-II
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• LBNE: Long-Baseline Neutrino Experiments 
DUNE: Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment,

the “ultimate” neutrino experiment

DUNE will pursue major science goals: 
• Leptonic CP violation, precision measurements of !13, "m2

13
• Dark matter searches
• Proton decay
• Supernova, formation of neutron star/black holes
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• Muonic atom 
for precision physics 

• rB = (! m)-1: rB("-)=rB(e-)/207=2.2x10-5 nm
• Wavefunction overlap: (m"/me)3~107 stronger 
• Lamb shift: 105 larger 

More sensitive to probe 
the proton size/properties:

PSI, CREMA
Nature09250: July 8, 2010

MUONS BEYOND HEP
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KEK, Japan:

PSI, 
Zurich

• Muons for material science
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• Muon Tomography: Cosmic muons

(November 2, 2017)

Atmospheric muon flux ~ 200/m2/s 
Muons are penetrating! 
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A Muon Collider
Why muons?

“Who ordered that?” (I. I. Rabi)
The “heavy electron” µ± has helped us

a great deal in understanding particle physics.

Although sharing the same EW interactions,
it isn’t another electron:

mµ ! 207 me
!(µ " e"̄e"µ) ! 2.2 µs
c! ! 660 m.

It is these features: heavy mass, short lifetime
that dictate the physics.

“Who ordered that?” (I. I. Rabi)
The “heavy electron” µ± has helped us

a great deal in understanding particle physics.

Although sharing the same EW interactions,
it isn’t another electron:

mµ ! 207 me
!(µ " e"̄e"µ) ! 2.2 µs
c! ! 660 m.

It is these features: heavy mass, short lifetime
that dictate the physics.Some early work:

• S-channel Higgs boson production at a muon collider, Barger et al., PRL75 (1995).
• !+ !- Collider: Feasibility study, Muon collider collaboration (July, 1996).
• Higgs boson physics in the s-channel muon collider, Barger et al., Phys Rep. 186 (1997).
• Status of muon collider research, Muon collider collaboration (Aug., 1999).
• Recent progress on neutrino factory and muon collider research, 

Muon collider collaboration (July, 2003).
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• Advantages of a muon collider
• Much less synchrotron radiation energy loss than e’s:

Advantages of a Muon Collider

(1). Less radiative energy loss

!E ! !4 = (
E

mµ
)4

which allows a higher energy and much smaller machine:"

and a better beam-energy resolution: "p/p ! 0.1% # 0.01%.

(2). Some natural beam-polarization via ## $ µ# $̄.

"Palmer

which would allow a smaller and a circular machine:

Advantages of a Muon Collider

(1). Less radiative energy loss

!E ! !4 = (
E

mµ
)4

which allows a higher energy and much smaller machine:"

and a better beam-energy resolution: "p/p ! 0.1% # 0.01%.

(2). Some natural beam-polarization via ## $ µ# $̄.

"Palmer

• Unlike the proton as a composite particle, 
ECM efficient in !+!- annihilation

• Much smaller beam-energy spread: 
"E/E ~ 0.01% - 0.001%
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• Disadvantages of a muon collider

“Never play with an unstable thing!”
• Very short lifetime: in micro-second, 

Muons cooling in (x,p) 6-dimensions
à Difficult to make quality beams and a high luminosity  

• Beam Induced Backgrounds (BIB)
from the decays in the ring at the interacting point, 

• Production: Protons on target à pions à muons:
Require sophisticated scheme for ! capture & transport 

[Note: E! ~ 1 TeV à " ~ 104 à "# = 0.02 s à d=6,000 km]

[Note: $pp(total)~100 mb;  $! ! (total)~100 nb]

• Neutrino beam dump (environmental hazard)
$% ~ GF

2 E2  à Shielding? 
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µ Collider
Proton Driver Acceleration Collider Ring

Accelerators:    
Linacs, RLA or FFAG, RCS

Cooling
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AccelerationLow EMmittance Muon 
Accelerator (LEMMA): 
1011 µ pairs/sec from 

e+e− interactions.  The small 
production emittance allows lower 
overall charge in the collider rings 
– hence, lower backgrounds in a 

collider detector and a higher 
potential CoM energy due to 

neutrino radiation.

J. P. Delahaye et al., arXiv:1901.06150

Muon Accelerator Program
map.fnal.gov

Low EMittance Muon Accelerator
web.infn.it/LEMMA

New results on µ cooling by MICE collaboration
Nature 508(2020)53
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Proton Driver Option:

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.08562
J.P. Delahauge et al.,  arXiv:1901.06150

During 2011-2016, MAP collaboration formed:
to address key feasibility issues for !C

• Protons à pions à muons
• Transverse ionization cooling 

achieved by MICE
• Muon emittance exchange 

demonstrated at FNAL/RAL
• 6D cooling of 5-6 orders needed 
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e+e- (at rest) à !+!- (at threshold)LEMMA:

J.P. Delahauge et al.,  arXiv:1901.06150

45 GeV e+
!±

e- at rest

Cooling is not a problem; 
but high luminosity is challenging!
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Target Energy and Luminosity
arXiv:1901.06150 

Energy: 
For a striking Direct Exploration program, after HL-LHC*, energy should be 
close or above 10 TeV

At few TeV energy one can still exploit high partonic energy for a striking 
Indirect Exploration program, by High-Energy Precision

We can borrow CLIC physics case (see below)

*see arXiv:1910.11775 for HL-LHC and F.C. projections summary

Luminosity: 

Set by asking for 100K SM “hard” SM pair-production events.

Compatible with other projects (e.g. CLIC =   )

If much less, we could only bet on Direct Discoveries !

Could be reduced by running longer than 5yrs and > 1 I.P.

(3 TeV/10 TeV)2 6 ! 1035

L " 5 years
time

s!

10 TeV

2

2 ! 1035cm#2s#1

8

1 ab-1 /yr

hh

&

p
s = 3, 6, 10, 14, 30 and 100 TeV, L = 1, 4, 10, 20, 90, and 1000 ab�1.

s

�

Lumi-scaling scheme: ! L ~ const.

The aggressive choices:

European Strategy, arXiv:1910.11775; arXiv:1901.06150; arXiv:2007.15684.

Collider benchmark points: 

• Multi-TeV colliders:

• The Higgs factory:

7

Table 1: Main parameters of the proton driver muon facilities

Parameter Units Higgs Multi-TeV

CoM Energy TeV 0.126 1.5 3.0 6.0

Avg. Luminosity 10
34
cm

�2
s
�1

0.008 1.25 4.4 12

Beam Energy Spread % 0.004 0.1 0.1 0.1

Higgs Production/107 sec 13’500 37’500 200’000 820’000
Circumference km 0.3 2.5 4.5 6

No. of IP’s 1 2 2 2

Repetition Rate Hz 15 15 12 6

�
⇤
x,y cm 1.7 1 0.5 0.25

No. muons/bunch 10
12

4 2 2 2

Norm. Trans. Emittance, "TN µm-rad 200 25 25 25

Norm. Long. Emittance, "LN µm-rad 1.5 70 70 70

Bunch Length, �S cm 6.3 1 0.5 0.2
Proton Driver Power MW 4 4 4 1.6

Wall Plug Power MW 200 216 230 270

A schematic layout of a proton driven muon collider facility is sketched in Figure 2. The main
parameters of the enabled facilities are summarized in Table 1.

The functional elements of the muon beam generation and acceleration systems are:

– a proton driver producing a high-power multi-GeV, multi-MW bunched H
�
beam,

– a buncher made of an accumulator and a compressor that forms intense and short proton bunches,
– a pion production target in a heavily shielded enclosure able to withstand the high proton beam

power, which is inserted in a high field solenoid to capture the pions and guide them into a decay
channel,

– a front-end made of a solenoid decay channel equipped with RF cavities that captures the muons
longitudinally into a bunch train, and then applies a time-dependent acceleration that increases the
energy of the slower (low-energy) bunches and decreases the energy of the faster (high-energy)
bunches,

– an “initial” cooling channel that uses a moderate amount of ionization cooling to reduce the 6D
phase space occupied by the beam by a factor of 50 (5 in each transverse plane and 2 in the
longitudinal plane), so that it fits within the acceptance of the first acceleration stage. For high
luminosity collider applications, further ionization cooling stages are necessary to reduce the 6D
phase space occupied by the beam by up to five orders of magnitude,

– the beam is then accelerated by a series of fast acceleration stages such as Recirculating Linacs
Accelerators (RLA) or Fixed Field Alternating Gradient (FFAG) and Rapid Cycling Synchrotron
(RCS) to take the muon beams to the relevant energy before injection in the muon collider Ring.

3.2.2 R&D
The MAP R&D program (2011-2018) addressed many issues toward technical and design feasibility of
a muon based neutrino factory or collider [19] . Significant R&D progress, also summarized in [1], was
achieved.
Operation of RF Cavities in High Magnetic Fields Accelerating gradients in excess of 50 MV/m in a
3 T magnetic field have been demonstrated in the FNAL MuCool Test Area (MTA).
Initial and 6D Ionization Cooling Designs and pioneering demonstration Concepts were developed for
Initial Cooling, and 6D Cooling with RF cavities operating in vacuum (VCC), including a variant on this
design where the cavities were filled with gas used as discrete absorber (hybrid scheme), and a Helical

6

Ecm =mH
L ~ 1 fb-1/yr
"Ecm ~ 5 MeV
Current Snowmass 2021 point: 4 fb-1 / yr
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Resonant Production:

About O(70k) events produced per fb-1
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SM Higgs is (very) narrow:At mh=125 GeV,  Γh = 4.2 MeV
10 V. Barger et al. I Physics Reports 286 (I 997) I-51 

convoluting crh(S^) with the  Gauss ian dis tribution in & centered a t & = 4: 

(1.8) 

Fig. 7 illus tra tes  the  effective cross  section, h(d), a s  a  function of fi for mh = 110 GeV and 
beam energy resolutions  of R = 0.0 l%, R = 0.06%, and R = 0.1%. Results  are  given for the  cases : 
IZsM, ho with tan /I = 10, and ho with tan p = 20. All channels  X are  summed over. 

In the  case  where  the  Higgs  width is  much smalle r than the  Gauss ian width ad, the  effective 
s igna l cross  section result for fi = mh, denoted by ah, is  

(Th = (1.9) 

Henceforth, we adopt the  shorthand nota tion 

G(X) = T(h --f j+)BF(h + X) (1.10) 

for the  numerator of Eq. (1.9). The increase  of ah<+ = mh) with decreas ing a~ when Gt:“’ 4 06 is  
apparent from the  h sM curves  of Fig. 7. In the  other extreme where  the  Higgs  width is  much broader 
than 04, then a t ,,& = mh we obta in 

(T,, = 
4rcBF(h -+ p,u)BF’(h ---f X) - 

mi 
(ly W&) f (1.11) 

Note  tha t this  equation implies  tha t if there  is  a  la rge  contribution to the  Higgs  width from some 
channel other than yp, we will ge t a  correspondingly smalle r tota l event ra te  due  to the  small s ize  of 
BF(h + ,up). That ??h( fi = mh) is  independent of the  value  of 04 when Gtot B ad is  illus tra ted by 
the  tan j3 = 20 curves  for the  ho in Fig. 7. Raw s igna l ra tes  (i.e . before applying cuts  and including 
other efficiency factors) are  computed by multiplying ah by the  tota l integra ted luminosity L. 

The bas ic results  of Eqs . (1.9) and (1.11) are  modified by the  effects  of photon bremss trahlung 
from the  colliding muon beams. In the  case  of a  narrow Higgs  boson, the  primary modification for 
fi = mh is  due  to the  fact tha t not a ll of the  integra ted luminosity remains  in the  centra l Gauss ian 
peak. These modifica tions  are  discussed in Appendix A; to a  good approximation, the  resulting s igna l 
ra te  is  obta ined by multiplying ??h of Eq. (1.9) by the  tota l luminosity L times  the  fraction f of 
the  peak luminosity in the  Gauss ian after including bremss trahlung re la tive  to tha t before (typically 
f M 0.6). For a  broad Higgs  resonance, the  lower energy ta il in the  luminosity dis tribution due  to 
bremss trahlung makes  some contribution a s  well. In the  results  to follow, we avoid any approximation 
and numerically convolute  the  full effective luminosity dis tribution (including bremss trahlung) with 
the  Higgs  cross  section of Eq. (1.7). In performing this  convolution, we require  tha t the  effective 
$,L- c.m. energy be within 10 GeV of the  nominal value . Such a  requirement can be implemented 
by reconstructing the  mass  of the  fina l s ta te  a s  seen in the  detector; planned detectors  would have the  
necessary resolution to impose  the  above fairly loose limit. This  invariant mass  se lection is  imposed 
in order to reduce continuum (non-resonant) backgrounds  tha t would otherwise  accumula te  from the  
entire  low-energy bremss trahlung ta il of the  luminosity dis tribution. 

As  is  apparent from Fig. 7, discovery and s tudy of a  Higgs  boson with a  very narrow width a t 
the  p+p- collider will require  tha t the  machine  energy ,,& be within crd of mh. The amount of 

I/ Barger e t al. /Phys ics  Reports  286 (1997) l-51 

h ---_ 

b (t> 

-m!J ““b (mt) 

Effective Cross Sections: mh= 110 GeV 

10-L - no Bquark mixing 

10-Z I 8 I ’ L ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ 1 ’ ’ ‘ ’ ’ D 
100 109.5 110 1105 111 

6 (CeV) 

Fig. 6. s-channel diagram for production of a  Higgs bosom 

Fig. 7. The  effective crass  section, h, obtained after convoluting CJh with the Gauss ian dis tributions  for R = O-01%, 
R = 0.06%, and R = O.l%, is  plotted as  a  function of fi taking Mh = 110 GeV. Results  a re  displayed in the cases: hsM, 
ho with tan p = 10, and ho with tan /I = 20. In the MSSM ho cases, two-loop/RGE-improved radia tive  corrections have 
been included for Higgs masses, mixing angles , and self-couplings assuming rni = 1 TeV and neglecting squark mixing. 
The  effects of bremsstrahlung are  not included in this  figure . 

The rms  spread in fi (denoted by od) prior to including bremss trahlung is  given by 

where  R is  the  resolution in the  energy of each beam. A convenient formula  for ah is  

ad = (7 MeV)(R/0.01%)(~/100 GeV) . (1.6) 

The critica l is sue  is  how this  resolution compares  to the  ca lcula ted tota l widths  of Higgs  bosons  
when fi = mh. For R 5 O.Ol%, the  energy resolution in Eq. ( 1.6) is  smalle r than the  Higgs  widths  
in Fig. 3 for a ll but a  light SM-like  Higgs . We sha ll demonstra te  tha t the  smalles t poss ible  R a llows  
the  bes t measurement of a  narrow Higgs  width, and tha t the  tota l luminosity required for discovery 
by energy scanning when r 5 ad is  minimized by employing the  smalles t poss ible  R. For a  
Higgs  boson with width la rger than ah, results  from a  fine scan with small R can be combined 
without any increase  in the  luminosity required for discovery and width measurement. 

The Feynman diagram for s -channel Higgs  production is  illus tra ted in Fig. 6. The s -channel Higgs  
resonance cross  section is  

(1.7) 

where  i = (pp.+ + pp- )2 is  the  c.m. energy squared of a  given p”‘pu- annihila tion, X denotes  a  
fina l s ta te  and Gtot is  the  tota l width. 1 The sharpness  of the  resonance peak is  determined by 
Pot. Neglecting bremss trahlung for the  moment, the  effective s igna l cross  section is  obta ined by h 

’ Effects aris ing from implementing an energy-dependent generaliza tion of the rnhGtot denominator component of this  
s imple resonance form are  of negligible  importance for our s tudies , especially for a  Higgs boson with GtO* 4mh. 

“Muon Collider Quartet”:
Barger-Berger-Gunion-Han
PRL & Phys. Report (1995)
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Fig. 2. The line shapes of the resonances production of the SM Higgs boson as a function of the beam energy
!
s at a µ+µ" collider (left panel) and an e+e" collider (right

panel). The blue curve is the Breit–Wigner resonance line shape. The orange line shape includes the ISR effect alone for Jadach–Ward–Was (b). The green curves include the

BES only with two different energy spreads. The red line shapes take into account all the Breit–Wigner resonance, ISR effect and BES in solid and dashed lines, respectively.

(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

effect increases the production rate via “radiative return” mecha-
nism. Still, the overall effect is the reduction of on-shell rate as
clearly indicated in the plot. In red lines we show the line shapes
of the Higgs boson with both the BES and the ISR effect. We can
see the resulting line shape is not merely a product of two effect
but rather complex convolution, justifying necessity of our numer-
ical evaluation.

Having understood the ISR and BES effects on the signal pro-
duction rates and line shapes, we now proceed to understand the
effect on the background. For the muon collider study, the main
search channels for the Higgs boson will be the exclusive mode of
bb̄ and WW # . For the bb̄ final state the main background is from
the off-shell Z/! s-channel production. The ISR and BES effects
barely change the rate from such off-shell process. However, the
ISR effect does increase the on-shell Z $ bb̄ background through
the “radiative return” mechanism. Our numerical study shows that
the “radiative return” of the Z boson to bb̄ increase the inclusive
bb̄ background by a factor of seven. Since we understand that the
increase of the background is dominantly from the on-shell Z bo-
son, the new background rates after imposing a bb̄ invariant mass
cut of 95, 100, 110 GeV, change to 17, 20, 25 pb, respectively. Given
the finite resolution of the b-jet energy reconstruction, we propose
an invariant mass cut of the bb̄ system of 100 GeV, which leads
to around 20% increase in such background comparing to the tree-
level estimate. So far we have suggested the invariant mass cut for
the bb̄ pair, as an example of discrimination from the background.
One could also foresee a cut on the angle between the two b-jets,
which could be measured more precisely than the invariant mass.2

Beyond the bb̄ final state, another major channel for muon col-
lider Higgs physics is the WW # channel. This channel enjoys little
(irreducible) background form the SM process. The ISR effect in-
troduces no “radiative return” for such process. Consequently, the
background rate does not change from the tree-level estimate. We
summarize in Table 2 the on-shell Higgs production rate and back-
ground rate in these two leading channels with the inclusion of the
ISR and BES effects. We can see from the table that at the muon
collider Higgs factory, the signal background ratio is pretty large
and the observability is simply dominated by the statistics. The
“radiative return” from the ISR effect, however, does impact sev-
eral other Higgs decay channel search more. For example, searches
of Higgs rare decay of h $ Z! , Higgs decay of h $ Z Z# with

2 We thank the Editor Gigi Rolandi for suggesting this discrimination procedure.

Table 2

Signal and background effective cross sections at the resonance
!
s =mh = 125 GeV

at a µ+µ" collider (upper panel, in pb) and an e+e" collider (lower panel, in

ab) for two choices of beam energy resolutions R and two leading decay channels

with ISR effects taken into account, with the SM branching fractions Brbb̄ = 58% and

BrWW # = 21%. For the bb̄ background, a conservative cut on the bb̄ invariant mass

to be greater than 100 GeV is applied.

R (%) µ+µ" $ h

"eff (pb)
h $ bb̄ h $ WW #

"Sig "Bkg "Sig "Bkg

0.01 10 5.6 20 2.1 0.051

0.003 22 12 4.6

R (%) e+e" $ h

"eff (ab)
h $ bb̄ h $ WW #

"Sig S/B "Sig S/B

0.04 48 27 O(10"6) 10 O(10"3)

0.01 150 81 31

Table 3

Fitting accuracies for one standard deviation of #h , B and mh of the SM Higgs with

the scanning scheme for two representative luminosities per step and two bench-

mark beam energy spread parameters.

#h = 4.07 MeV Lstep (fb"1) $#h (MeV) $B $mh (MeV)

R = 0.01% 0.05 0.79 3.0% 0.36

0.2 0.39 1.1% 0.18

R = 0.003% 0.05 0.30 2.5% 0.14

0.2 0.14 0.8% 0.07

Z# $ %%̄ , etc are facing more challenges and new selection cuts
need to be designed and applied.

Finally, we perform a study on the potential precision on the
Higgs properties at a future muon collider through a lineshape
scan. We follow the benchmarks, statistical treatment and pro-
cedure defined in Ref. [5], where a 21 steps scan in the mass
window of ±30 MeV around the Higgs mass with equal integrated
luminosities.3 A fit to the result of such lineshape scan can si-
multaneously determine the Higgs total width #h , the Higgs mass
mh and interaction strength B with great precision. The interac-
tion strength B can be directly translated into the Higgs muon
Yukawa after fixing the decay branching fractions or performing
a global fit. We tabulate the projected precisions on these quanti-
ties in Table 3 for the two benchmark BES values of R = 0.01% and

3 The Higgs mass may not known to the ±30 MeV level by the time of the muon

collider, and a pre-scan stage to determine the Higgs mass will be required [30].
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Ideal, conceivable case: 
(Δ = 5 MeV,    Γh ≈ 4.2 MeV) 

An optimal fitting would reveal Γh
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For " ( !h, the line shape of a Breit-Wigner resonance
can be mapped out by scanning over the energy as given
in the first equation. For " ) !h on the other hand,
the physical line shape is smeared out by the Gaussian
distribution of the beam energy spread, and the signal rate
will be determined by the overlap of the Breit-Wigner and
the luminosity distributions, as seen in the second equation
above.

Unless stated otherwise, we focus on the SM Higgs
boson with the mass and total width as

mh # 126 GeV; !h # 4:21 MeV: (2.3)

For definitiveness in this study, we assume two sets of
representative values for the machine parameters [8]

CaseA: R# 0:01%!"# 8:9 MeV"; L# 0:5 fb%1; (2.4)

CaseB: R# 0:003%!"# 2:7 MeV"; L# 1 fb%1: (2.5)

We see that their corresponding beam energy spread " is
comparable to the Higgs total width. In Fig. 1, we show
the effective cross section versus the "$"% collider c.m.
energy for the SM Higgs boson production. A pure Breit-
Wigner resonance is shown by the dotted curve. The solid
and dashed curves include the convolution of the luminos-
ity distribution for the two beam energy resolutions and are
integrated over

!!!
ŝ

p
. For simplicity, we have taken the

branching fractions h ! "$"% to be the SM value and

the final state h ! X to be 100%. The beam energy
resolution manifests its great importance in comparison
between the solid and dashed curves in this figure.

III. WIDTH DETERMINATION FOR THE SM
HIGGS BOSON

An excellent beam energy resolution for a muon collider
would make a direct determination of the Higgs boson
width possible in contrast to the situations in the LHC
and ILC. Because of the expected narrow width for a SM
Higgs boson, one still needs to convolute the idealistic
Breit-Wigner resonance with the realistic beam energy
spectrum as illustrated in Eq. (2.2). We first calculate the
effective cross sections at the peak for the two cases of
energy resolutions A and B. We further evaluate the signal
and SM background for the leading channels

h ! b #b; WW*: (3.1)

We impose a polar angle acceptance for the final-state
particles,

10+ < #< 170+: (3.2)

Tightening up the polar angle to 20+–160+ will further
reduce the signal by 4.6% and the background by 6.7%
(15%) for the b #b (WW*) final states. We assume a 60%
single b-tagging efficiency and require at least one tagged
b jet for the b #b final state. The backgrounds are assumed to
be flat with cross sections evaluated right at 126 GeVusing
Madgraph5 [10]. This appears to be an excellent approxi-
mation over the energy range of the current interest about
100 MeV. We tabulate the results in Table I. The back-
ground rate of "$"% ! Z*=$* ! b #b is 15 pb, and the
rate of "$"% ! WW* ! 4 fermions is only 51 fb, as
shown in Table I. Here, we consider all the decay modes
of WW* because of its clear signature at a muon collider.
The four-fermion backgrounds from Z$* and $*$* are
smaller to begin with and can be greatly reduced by
kinematical considerations such as by requiring the
invariant mass of one pair of jets to be near mW and setting
a lower cut for the invariant mass of the other pair.
While the b #b final state has a larger signal rate than that
for WW* by about a factor of three, the latter has a much
improved signal (S) to background (B) ratio, about 100:1
near the peak.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Effective cross section for "$"% ! h
versus the collider energy

!!!
s

p
for the SM Higgs boson production

with mh # 126 GeV. A Breit-Wigner line shape with !h #
4:21 MeV is shown (dotted curve). The solid and dashed curves
compare the two beam energy resolutions of cases A and B.

TABLE I. Effective cross sections (in pb) at the resonance!!!
s

p # mh for two choices of beam energy resolutions R and
two leading decay channels, with the SM branching fractions
Brb #b # 56% and BrWW* # 23% [9].

"$"% ! h h ! b #b h ! WW*

R (%) !eff (pb) !Sig !Bkg !Sig !Bkg

0.01 16 7.6 3.7

0.003 38 18 15 5.5 0.051
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Fig. 2. The line shapes of the resonances production of the SM Higgs boson as a function of the beam energy
!
s at a µ+µ" collider (left panel) and an e+e" collider (right

panel). The blue curve is the Breit–Wigner resonance line shape. The orange line shape includes the ISR effect alone for Jadach–Ward–Was (b). The green curves include the

BES only with two different energy spreads. The red line shapes take into account all the Breit–Wigner resonance, ISR effect and BES in solid and dashed lines, respectively.

(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

effect increases the production rate via “radiative return” mecha-
nism. Still, the overall effect is the reduction of on-shell rate as
clearly indicated in the plot. In red lines we show the line shapes
of the Higgs boson with both the BES and the ISR effect. We can
see the resulting line shape is not merely a product of two effect
but rather complex convolution, justifying necessity of our numer-
ical evaluation.

Having understood the ISR and BES effects on the signal pro-
duction rates and line shapes, we now proceed to understand the
effect on the background. For the muon collider study, the main
search channels for the Higgs boson will be the exclusive mode of
bb̄ and WW # . For the bb̄ final state the main background is from
the off-shell Z/! s-channel production. The ISR and BES effects
barely change the rate from such off-shell process. However, the
ISR effect does increase the on-shell Z $ bb̄ background through
the “radiative return” mechanism. Our numerical study shows that
the “radiative return” of the Z boson to bb̄ increase the inclusive
bb̄ background by a factor of seven. Since we understand that the
increase of the background is dominantly from the on-shell Z bo-
son, the new background rates after imposing a bb̄ invariant mass
cut of 95, 100, 110 GeV, change to 17, 20, 25 pb, respectively. Given
the finite resolution of the b-jet energy reconstruction, we propose
an invariant mass cut of the bb̄ system of 100 GeV, which leads
to around 20% increase in such background comparing to the tree-
level estimate. So far we have suggested the invariant mass cut for
the bb̄ pair, as an example of discrimination from the background.
One could also foresee a cut on the angle between the two b-jets,
which could be measured more precisely than the invariant mass.2

Beyond the bb̄ final state, another major channel for muon col-
lider Higgs physics is the WW # channel. This channel enjoys little
(irreducible) background form the SM process. The ISR effect in-
troduces no “radiative return” for such process. Consequently, the
background rate does not change from the tree-level estimate. We
summarize in Table 2 the on-shell Higgs production rate and back-
ground rate in these two leading channels with the inclusion of the
ISR and BES effects. We can see from the table that at the muon
collider Higgs factory, the signal background ratio is pretty large
and the observability is simply dominated by the statistics. The
“radiative return” from the ISR effect, however, does impact sev-
eral other Higgs decay channel search more. For example, searches
of Higgs rare decay of h $ Z! , Higgs decay of h $ Z Z# with

2 We thank the Editor Gigi Rolandi for suggesting this discrimination procedure.

Table 2

Signal and background effective cross sections at the resonance
!
s =mh = 125 GeV

at a µ+µ" collider (upper panel, in pb) and an e+e" collider (lower panel, in

ab) for two choices of beam energy resolutions R and two leading decay channels

with ISR effects taken into account, with the SM branching fractions Brbb̄ = 58% and

BrWW # = 21%. For the bb̄ background, a conservative cut on the bb̄ invariant mass

to be greater than 100 GeV is applied.

R (%) µ+µ" $ h

"eff (pb)
h $ bb̄ h $ WW #

"Sig "Bkg "Sig "Bkg

0.01 10 5.6 20 2.1 0.051

0.003 22 12 4.6

R (%) e+e" $ h

"eff (ab)
h $ bb̄ h $ WW #

"Sig S/B "Sig S/B

0.04 48 27 O(10"6) 10 O(10"3)

0.01 150 81 31

Table 3

Fitting accuracies for one standard deviation of #h , B and mh of the SM Higgs with

the scanning scheme for two representative luminosities per step and two bench-

mark beam energy spread parameters.

#h = 4.07 MeV Lstep (fb"1) $#h (MeV) $B $mh (MeV)

R = 0.01% 0.05 0.79 3.0% 0.36

0.2 0.39 1.1% 0.18

R = 0.003% 0.05 0.30 2.5% 0.14

0.2 0.14 0.8% 0.07

Z# $ %%̄ , etc are facing more challenges and new selection cuts
need to be designed and applied.

Finally, we perform a study on the potential precision on the
Higgs properties at a future muon collider through a lineshape
scan. We follow the benchmarks, statistical treatment and pro-
cedure defined in Ref. [5], where a 21 steps scan in the mass
window of ±30 MeV around the Higgs mass with equal integrated
luminosities.3 A fit to the result of such lineshape scan can si-
multaneously determine the Higgs total width #h , the Higgs mass
mh and interaction strength B with great precision. The interac-
tion strength B can be directly translated into the Higgs muon
Yukawa after fixing the decay branching fractions or performing
a global fit. We tabulate the projected precisions on these quanti-
ties in Table 3 for the two benchmark BES values of R = 0.01% and

3 The Higgs mass may not known to the ±30 MeV level by the time of the muon

collider, and a pre-scan stage to determine the Higgs mass will be required [30].

Achievable accuracy at the Higgs factory:

Good S/B>1, S/√B à % accuracies

~ 3.5%
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Exciting energy-frontier!
What will happen when 

you turn on a !+!- Smasher?

A Multi-TeV Muon Collider

�ann ⇠ ↵2
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• Photon-induced QED cross sections
large rates �fusion ⇠ ↵2

m2
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(10o)

Quarks/gluons come into the picture via SM DGLAP:

a more precise determination of the photon PDF of a proton in terms of the electromagnetic
structure functions was proposed as the LUXqed formulation [37, 38], which are employed
in the global PDF analysis [39–41]. The splitting functions are extended to the EW theory
to involve the EW gauge bosons and chiral states in Refs. [22, 23], which are adopted to
determine the proton EW PDFs [24, 25].

As discussed in Sec. 1, for a leptonic beam, the DGLAP evolution equations in Eq. (2.1)
run di↵erently in three regions of the physical scales. The initial condition starts from the
lepton mass, and the QED PDFs (including the photon, charged leptons, and quarks) run
in terms of the QED gauge group. Starting at µQCD, the QCD interaction begins to enter.
The QCD and QED evolutions run simultaneously until µEW, where the complete SM sector
begins to evolve according to the unbroken SM gauge group. In such a way, we need two
matchings, at µQCD and µEW, respectively.1 As the QED and QCD gauge groups conserve
the charge and parity symmetry, the PDFs below µEW can be treated with no polarization,
as long as the initial lepton beams are unpolarized. As pointed out already in Refs. [21, 25],
the polarization plays an important role in the EW PDFs above the EW scale, even for the
unpolarized initial beams. Consequently, the photon and gluon become polarized due to the
fermion chiral interactions.

2.1 PDF evolution in QED and QCD

For the sake of illustration, we take the electron beam as an example. The presentation is
similarly applicable to the muon beam by recognizing a di↵erent mass. In solving the QED
and QCD DGLAP equations, it is customary to define the fermion PDFs in a basis of gauge
singlets and non-singlets. The singlet PDFs can be defined as

fL =
X

i=e,µ,⌧

(f`i + f¯̀
i
), fU =

X

i=u,c

(fui + fūi), fD =
X

i=d,s,b

(fdi + fd̄i), (2.3)

where the subscripts refer to the fermion flavors and we have excluded the top quark below
the EW scale. The DGLAP equations in Eq. (2.1), involving the photon and gluon, can be
written as

d

d logQ2

0

BBBB@

fL
fU
fD
f�
fg

1

CCCCA
=

0

BBBB@

P`` 0 0 2N`P`� 0
0 Puu 0 2NuPu� 2NuPug

0 0 Pdd 2NdPd� 2NdPdg

P�` P�u P�d P�� 0
0 Pgu Pgd 0 Pgg

1

CCCCA
⌦

0

BBBB@

fL
fU
fD
f�
fg

1

CCCCA
, (2.4)

where the active flavors below the EW scale are

N` = 3, Nu = 2, Nd = 3. (2.5)

Our splitting functions defined here include the gauge couplings ↵ and ↵s in Eq. (2.1), which
evolve with scale as well. The initial condition for an electron beam at the leading order is

fe/e(x,m
2
e) = fL(x,m

2
e) = �(1� x), (2.6)

1
In a realistic situation, one should perform a matching whenever crossing a heavy-flavor threshold, such

as at m⌧ ,mc,mb,mt. However, as long as the observables under consideration are not heavy-flavor sensitive

and the physical scale is well above their mass thresholds, the heavy flavors just behave similarly to the light

sea flavors that are all generated dynamically. Therefore, we treat them on the equal footing classified by the

matching scales µQCD and µEW.
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The cross sections scale as 1/s, with the characteristic kinematics of the final-state pair
invariant mass close to the collider energy mij ⇡

p
s. At high energies, the ISR e↵ects

reduce the e↵ective partonic collision energy ŝ and thus increase the cross sections ⇠ 1/ŝ. For
illustration, we compare the result without ISR for `+`� ! ⌧+⌧� by the dotted curves in the
panels. Typically, the e↵ective reduction is about a factor of 20%�80% (10%�40%) for an
electron (muon) collider. The radiative returns to the Z resonant production also enhance
the light-particle cross sections significantly. The ISR e↵ects for light-particle production
(⌧+⌧�, qq̄) are thus larger than the massive one (W+W�), because of the lower threshold,
i.e., ŝ > m2

ij versus ŝ > (2MW )2.
In considering the QED fusion processes, the initial state partons present an infrared

enhancement at low mij and the two-parton cross section scales as

� ⇠ ↵2

m2
ij

✓
↵

2⇡
log

Q2

m2
`

◆2

. (3.2)

To separate the hadronic activities with the low-momentum transfer from the hard processes of
our current interests, we impose the following basic acceptance cuts on the outgoing particles
in the transverse momentum (pjT ), the di-jet invariant mass and the pseudo-rapidity (⌘j) in
the lab frame

pjT >

✓
4 +

p
s

3 TeV

◆
GeV, mij > 20 GeV, |⌘j | < 3.13 (2.44). (3.3)

The energy-dependent cut on the final state pjT is to uniformly control the collinear logs

of the form (↵s/⇡) log
⇣
pjT /

p
s
⌘
, and the pseudo-rapidity cut corresponds to an angle with

respect to the beam in the lab frame ✓j ⇠ 5° (10°), in accordance with the detector coverage.
For an equal-footing comparison, the same acceptance cuts have been applied to the Bhabha
scattering and annihilation processes in Fig. 3 as well.

In Fig. 3, the solid lines show the Compton scattering and the fusion processes

�` ! �`; �� ! `+`�, qq̄ (u, d, c, s, b), and W+W�, (3.4)

by exploiting the EPA in Eq. (2.16). The upper panels and lower panels are with a di↵erent
rapidity (angle) cut as in Eq. (3.3). The cross section for the Compton scattering (�`) also
falls as ↵2/(s ✓2), as evidenced from the figures. The cross sections for the other fusion
processes increase with energy logarithmically and decreases with pT (or mij) as in Eq. (3.2).
The angular dependence is much weaker than 1/✓2 and becomes roughly like ⌘2 due to the
boost factor. We see that the fermion pair production can be larger than that of the WW
channel, which is known to be one of the leading channels for high-energy leptonic collisions.
For the sake of illustration, we have only included the leading contributions from �� fusion
in Fig. 3. We remind the reader that for the W+W� production at these energies, the sub-
leading channel �Z ! W+W� contributes to about 20% (40%), and ZZ,W+W� ! W+W�

about 10% (30%) with respect to the �� contribution at an e+e� (µ+µ�) collider. They are
neglected in our comparison for simplicity, which does not change the conclusion [42].

– 10 –
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• Jet production dominates at low energies
• EW processes take over for pT > 60 GeV

Di-jet production:

10

(muon) colliders. The ISR e↵ect for light-particle production (⌧+⌧�, qq̄) is larger than the
massive one (W+

W
�), because of the lower threshold, i.e., ŝ > m

2
jj versus ŝ > (2MW )2.

In such a way, the Z resonance enhances light-particle cross section significantly. Another
factor also makes a di↵erence due to the s-channel behavior of 1/ŝ in the ISR is much larger
for light particles.

(shall we leave out a few dotted lines? they are only for illustration of the
di↵erence, not useful to keep them all.)

Particularly important channels of our current interests are the jet production via the
fusion mechanism, which would be the dominant phenomena at low energies. The production
channels include

�� ! qq̄, �g ! qq̄, �q ! gq,

qq ! qq(gg), gq ! gq, and gg ! gg(qq̄),
(27)

where q includes d, u, s, c, b and the possible anti-quarks as well. The PDFs and the corre-
sponding luminosity are already shown in Fig. 1-2. We present the cross sections for di-jet
production versus the collider c.m. energy at an e

+
e
� collider (left panel) and a µ+

µ
� collider

(right panel) in Fig. 4.
For the quark pair through �� fusion (�� ! qq̄), we obtain the cross section about

20%(10%) less than the EPA results in Fig. 3 for electron (muon) colliders. Two factors
contribute to this di↵erence. First, in the EPA calculation, we take a the fixed QED coupling,
↵e = 1/132.5, which corresponds to the running coupling around Q = 10 GeV. However, the
photon PDF is obtained through evolving the DGLAP equation, in which the coupling runs
with scale as well. Due to the sharp peak of mjj distribution around the invariant mass cut,
the scale Q =

p
ŝ/2 for most events are around half of mjj cut, which are 15 (25) GeV. In

the DGLAP running from m` up to 15 (25) GeV, the couplings at low energies accumulates
more weight, and, therefore, the averaged one is smaller than the fixed value in the EPA
calculation. Another factor contributes is that the higher order splitting � ! `

+
`
�
, qq̄ will

take away a part of the momentum fraction from the photon.
More interestingly, we see that the QCD parton initialed subprocesses exceed the photon

fusion by 3(2) magnitudes for the electron (muon) beam. Even the �g fusion becomes
larger than the �� fusion for the electron collider. For the muon collider case, the �g

fusion process can reach the same size as the �� fusion, depending on the kinematic cuts.
This indicate the importance of quark and gluon PDFs for a high-energy leptonic collider.
When focusing on the quark and gluon initiated processes, we see gluon ones dominate and
increases drastically with the increment of collision energy. The cross over of the gg fusion
and the qg scattering happens around 4 ⇠ 6 TeV for electron collider and 10 ⇠ 15 TeV for
muon collider. When comparing di↵erent acceptance cuts, we obtain a significant impact on
the total cross sections. Generally, the total cross section goes inversely with the cuts on the
jet invariant mass and angles. In the low invariant mass region, the cross section increases
drastically when lowering down the invariant masses.

[Keping: Do we want to move it to the summary section?] We summarize some
representative cross sections in e

+
e
� (µ+

µ
�) collisions for a variety of energies in Table II.

The total cross sections include both annihilation and fusion processes. We include the H

and tt̄ production as well, with the fixed order calculation. The kinematic cuts in Eq. (26)
are employed to the Higgs boson and top quarks. The Higgs cross sections are the same for
e
+
e
� and µ

+
µ
� colliders, as the Higgs is produced through WW fusion, which is the same

for e+e� and µ
+
µ
� colliders.

One of the most striking aspects at a lepton collider is the characteristically di↵erent

TH, Yang Ma, Keping Xie, arXiv:2103.09844.

Event rate 
~ a few Hz

The cross sections scale as 1/s, with the characteristic kinematics of the final-state pair
invariant mass close to the collider energy mij ⇡

p
s. At high energies, the ISR e↵ects

reduce the e↵ective partonic collision energy ŝ and thus increase the cross sections ⇠ 1/ŝ. For
illustration, we compare the result without ISR for `+`� ! ⌧+⌧� by the dotted curves in the
panels. Typically, the e↵ective reduction is about a factor of 20%�80% (10%�40%) for an
electron (muon) collider. The radiative returns to the Z resonant production also enhance
the light-particle cross sections significantly. The ISR e↵ects for light-particle production
(⌧+⌧�, qq̄) are thus larger than the massive one (W+W�), because of the lower threshold,
i.e., ŝ > m2

ij versus ŝ > (2MW )2.
In considering the QED fusion processes, the initial state partons present an infrared

enhancement at low mij and the two-parton cross section scales as

� ⇠ ↵2

m2
ij

✓
↵

2⇡
log

Q2

m2
`

◆2

. (3.2)

To separate the hadronic activities with the low-momentum transfer from the hard processes of
our current interests, we impose the following basic acceptance cuts on the outgoing particles
in the transverse momentum (pjT ), the di-jet invariant mass and the pseudo-rapidity (⌘j) in
the lab frame

pjT >

✓
4 +

p
s

3 TeV

◆
GeV, mij > 20 GeV, |⌘j | < 3.13 (2.44). (3.3)

The energy-dependent cut on the final state pjT is to uniformly control the collinear logs

of the form (↵s/⇡) log
⇣
pjT /

p
s
⌘
, and the pseudo-rapidity cut corresponds to an angle with

respect to the beam in the lab frame ✓j ⇠ 5° (10°), in accordance with the detector coverage.
For an equal-footing comparison, the same acceptance cuts have been applied to the Bhabha
scattering and annihilation processes in Fig. 3 as well.

In Fig. 3, the solid lines show the Compton scattering and the fusion processes

�` ! �`; �� ! `+`�, qq̄ (u, d, c, s, b), and W+W�, (3.4)

by exploiting the EPA in Eq. (2.16). The upper panels and lower panels are with a di↵erent
rapidity (angle) cut as in Eq. (3.3). The cross section for the Compton scattering (�`) also
falls as ↵2/(s ✓2), as evidenced from the figures. The cross sections for the other fusion
processes increase with energy logarithmically and decreases with pT (or mij) as in Eq. (3.2).
The angular dependence is much weaker than 1/✓2 and becomes roughly like ⌘2 due to the
boost factor. We see that the fermion pair production can be larger than that of the WW
channel, which is known to be one of the leading channels for high-energy leptonic collisions.
For the sake of illustration, we have only included the leading contributions from �� fusion
in Fig. 3. We remind the reader that for the W+W� production at these energies, the sub-
leading channel �Z ! W+W� contributes to about 20% (40%), and ZZ,W+W� ! W+W�

about 10% (30%) with respect to the �� contribution at an e+e� (µ+µ�) collider. They are
neglected in our comparison for simplicity, which does not change the conclusion [42].
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• EW PDFs at a muon collider:
“partons” dynamically generated

2

Those processes take over the annihilation channels at
higher energies

p
s ⇡ 2.5, 4.5, 11 TeV for W+

W
�
, tt̄ and

tt̄H production, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 by the
rising solid curves labelled by EPA. At

p
s ⇡ 30 TeV, the

production rate for �� ! tt̄ is higher by two orders of
magnitude than that for µ+

µ
�
! tt̄ annihilation.

However, this description becomes inadequate at some
high scales. First, at high energies E � m`, the collinear
logarithm (↵/2⇡) ln (E2

/m
2
`) may be sizeable and needs

to be resummed for reliable predictions. This leads to
the QED analogue of the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-
Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) equations [9–11], the concept
of QED parton distribution functions (PDFs) for the pho-
ton and charged fermions [12–14]. To estimate the re-
summation e↵ects, we plot the cross sections with the
leading-order �-PDF with a scale Q =

p
ŝ/2, where

p
ŝ

is the �� c.m. energy. As shown in Fig. 1 by the dashed
rising curves below those of EPA, we see that the rates
are lowered as expected, and could be smaller by about
a factor of two at 30 TeV.

More importantly, as pointed out in Refs. [15–17] and
explored in details [18], at scales Q

2
� M

2
Z , the SM

gauge symmetry SU(2)L⌦U(1)Y is e↵ectively restored.
Consequently, the four EW gauge bosons (W±,3

, B) in
the SM must be taken into account all together coher-
ently with B-W 3 mixing and interference. The fermion
interactions are chiral and the couplings and states evolve
according to the SM unbroken gauge symmetry. One
needs to invoke the picture of electroweak parton distri-
bution functions (EW PDFs) [19–21] dynamically gener-
ated by the electroweak and Yukawa interactions. The
longitudinally polarized gauge bosons capture the rem-
nants of the EW symmetry breaking. The e↵ects are gov-
erned by power corrections of the order M2

Z/Q
2 [22, 23],

a measure of the Goldstone-Boson Equivalence violation
[15, 24], analogous to higher-twist e↵ects in QCD.

II. Electroweak Parton Distribution Functions
Below the EW scale Q < MZ , the e↵ects of the SU(2)L
gauge bosons are suppressed by g

2
/M

2
Z . The gauge bo-

son radiation o↵ a charged lepton beam (`± = e
±
, µ

±)
is essentially purely electromagnetic. At the EW scale
and above, all electroweak states in the unbroken SM are
dynamically activated. The massless states involved at
the leading order are

`R, `L, ⌫L and B,W
±,3

. (4)

We will not include the Higgs sector in the initial state
partons since the Yukawa couplings to e, µ are not rele-
vant for the current consideration. However, we must in-
clude the e↵ects of longitudinally polarized gauge bosons
characterized by power corrections of the order M2

Z/Q
2.

Denote an EW PDF as fi(x,Q2) with i labelling a par-
ticle with an energy fraction x at a factorization scale Q.
The EW PDFs evolve according to the full EW DGLAP
equations [16, 25]

dfi
d lnQ2

=
X

I

↵I

2⇡

X

j

P
I
i,j ⌦ fj , (5)

Q µ �, Z, �Z W
±

⌫ `sea q g

MZ 97.9 2.06 0 0 0.028 0.035 0.0062
3 TeV 91.5 3.61 1.10 3.59 0.069 0.13 0.019
5 TeV 89.9 3.82 1.24 4.82 0.077 0.16 0.022

TABLE I. Momentum fractions (%) carried by various parton
species. The sea leptons include `sea = µ̄+

P
i 6=µ(`i +

¯̀
i) and

⌫ =
P

i(⌫i + ⌫̄i). The quark components include all the 6
flavors.

where I specifies the gauge group, and the P
I
ij are the

splitting functions for j ! i. The complete list of the
EW splitting functions for the SM chiral states are avail-
able in Refs. [15, 16, 20]. The initial condition for a
lepton beam is f`(x,m2

`) ⇡ �(1 � x) + O(↵) and it
evolves as ln

�
Q

2
/m

2
`

�
. At the electroweak scale, the

matching conditions are f�(x,M2
Z) 6= 0, fZ(x,M2

Z) =
0, f�Z(x,M2

Z) = 0, with a general relation

0

@
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f�
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1

A ,

where sW = sin ✓W is the weak mixing angle. The mixed
PDF f�Z (or fBW 3) represents a mix state and is impor-
tant to account for the interference between the diagrams
involving �/Z (or B/W

3) [15, 16, 19]. Chiral couplings
and their RGE running are fully taken into account in-
cluding the correlation between the polarized PDFs and
the corresponding polarized scattering amplitudes. With
one-loop virtual corrections, our results are accurate at
the leading-log (LL) order. In Fig. 2(a), we present EW
PDFs for the states in Eq. (4) for ` = µ with a scale
Q =3 TeV and 5 TeV. For completeness, we have also in-
cluded the quarks q =

Pt
i=d(qi+ q̄i) and gluons from the

higher-order splittings. We give the averaged momen-
tum fractions hxfii =

R
xfi(x)dx carried by various par-

ton species in Table I. The two scale choices lead to less
than 20% di↵erence for the EW PDFs. As expected, the
fermionic states sharply peak at x ⇡ 1, while the bosonic
states peak at x ⇡ 0, reflecting the infrared behavior. It
is noted that there is an enhanced rate at small x for
the fermions, deviating from the leading order behavior
⇠ 1/(1�x). This is from the soft �⇤

/Z
⇤
/W

⇤ splitting at
higher orders. Owing to the large flux of photons at low
scales, the neutral EW PDFs are largest. Unlike all the
other EW PDFs that scale logarithmically with Q, the
longitudinal gauge bosons (WL, ZL) do not scale with Q

at the leading order [15, 16, 26] � an explicit example
for Bjorken-scaling restoration.

III. Cross sections for Semi-inclusive Processes in
µ
+
µ
� Collisions

We write the production cross section of an exclusive
final state F and the unspecified remnants X in terms
of the parton luminosity dLij/d⌧ and the corresponding
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Those processes take over the annihilation channels at
higher energies

p
s ⇡ 2.5, 4.5, 11 TeV for W+

W
�
, tt̄ and

tt̄H production, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 by the
rising solid curves labelled by EPA. At

p
s ⇡ 30 TeV, the

production rate for �� ! tt̄ is higher by two orders of
magnitude than that for µ+

µ
�
! tt̄ annihilation.

However, this description becomes inadequate at some
high scales. First, at high energies E � m`, the collinear
logarithm (↵/2⇡) ln (E2

/m
2
`) may be sizeable and needs

to be resummed for reliable predictions. This leads to
the QED analogue of the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-
Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) equations [9–11], the concept
of QED parton distribution functions (PDFs) for the pho-
ton and charged fermions [12–14]. To estimate the re-
summation e↵ects, we plot the cross sections with the
leading-order �-PDF with a scale Q =

p
ŝ/2, where

p
ŝ

is the �� c.m. energy. As shown in Fig. 1 by the dashed
rising curves below those of EPA, we see that the rates
are lowered as expected, and could be smaller by about
a factor of two at 30 TeV.

More importantly, as pointed out in Refs. [15–17] and
explored in details [18], at scales Q

2
� M

2
Z , the SM

gauge symmetry SU(2)L⌦U(1)Y is e↵ectively restored.
Consequently, the four EW gauge bosons (W±,3

, B) in
the SM must be taken into account all together coher-
ently with B-W 3 mixing and interference. The fermion
interactions are chiral and the couplings and states evolve
according to the SM unbroken gauge symmetry. One
needs to invoke the picture of electroweak parton distri-
bution functions (EW PDFs) [19–21] dynamically gener-
ated by the electroweak and Yukawa interactions. The
longitudinally polarized gauge bosons capture the rem-
nants of the EW symmetry breaking. The e↵ects are gov-
erned by power corrections of the order M2

Z/Q
2 [22, 23],

a measure of the Goldstone-Boson Equivalence violation
[15, 24], analogous to higher-twist e↵ects in QCD.

II. Electroweak Parton Distribution Functions
Below the EW scale Q < MZ , the e↵ects of the SU(2)L
gauge bosons are suppressed by g

2
/M

2
Z . The gauge bo-

son radiation o↵ a charged lepton beam (`± = e
±
, µ

±)
is essentially purely electromagnetic. At the EW scale
and above, all electroweak states in the unbroken SM are
dynamically activated. The massless states involved at
the leading order are

`R, `L, ⌫L and B,W
±,3

. (4)

We will not include the Higgs sector in the initial state
partons since the Yukawa couplings to e, µ are not rele-
vant for the current consideration. However, we must in-
clude the e↵ects of longitudinally polarized gauge bosons
characterized by power corrections of the order M2

Z/Q
2.

Denote an EW PDF as fi(x,Q2) with i labelling a par-
ticle with an energy fraction x at a factorization scale Q.
The EW PDFs evolve according to the full EW DGLAP
equations [16, 25]
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3 TeV 91.5 3.61 1.10 3.59 0.069 0.13 0.019
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TABLE I. Momentum fractions (%) carried by various parton
species. The sea leptons include `sea = µ̄+
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i 6=µ(`i +
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i) and

⌫ =
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i(⌫i + ⌫̄i). The quark components include all the 6
flavors.
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splitting functions for j ! i. The complete list of the
EW splitting functions for the SM chiral states are avail-
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where sW = sin ✓W is the weak mixing angle. The mixed
PDF f�Z (or fBW 3) represents a mix state and is impor-
tant to account for the interference between the diagrams
involving �/Z (or B/W

3) [15, 16, 19]. Chiral couplings
and their RGE running are fully taken into account in-
cluding the correlation between the polarized PDFs and
the corresponding polarized scattering amplitudes. With
one-loop virtual corrections, our results are accurate at
the leading-log (LL) order. In Fig. 2(a), we present EW
PDFs for the states in Eq. (4) for ` = µ with a scale
Q =3 TeV and 5 TeV. For completeness, we have also in-
cluded the quarks q =

Pt
i=d(qi+ q̄i) and gluons from the

higher-order splittings. We give the averaged momen-
tum fractions hxfii =
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xfi(x)dx carried by various par-

ton species in Table I. The two scale choices lead to less
than 20% di↵erence for the EW PDFs. As expected, the
fermionic states sharply peak at x ⇡ 1, while the bosonic
states peak at x ⇡ 0, reflecting the infrared behavior. It
is noted that there is an enhanced rate at small x for
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⇠ 1/(1�x). This is from the soft �⇤

/Z
⇤
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⇤ splitting at
higher orders. Owing to the large flux of photons at low
scales, the neutral EW PDFs are largest. Unlike all the
other EW PDFs that scale logarithmically with Q, the
longitudinal gauge bosons (WL, ZL) do not scale with Q

at the leading order [15, 16, 26] � an explicit example
for Bjorken-scaling restoration.
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where sW = sin ✓W is the weak mixing angle. The mixed
PDF f�Z (or fBW 3) represents a mix state and is impor-
tant to account for the interference between the diagrams
involving �/Z (or B/W

3) [15, 16, 19]. Chiral couplings
and their RGE running are fully taken into account in-
cluding the correlation between the polarized PDFs and
the corresponding polarized scattering amplitudes. With
one-loop virtual corrections, our results are accurate at
the leading-log (LL) order. In Fig. 2(a), we present EW
PDFs for the states in Eq. (4) for ` = µ with a scale
Q =3 TeV and 5 TeV. For completeness, we have also in-
cluded the quarks q =

Pt
i=d(qi+ q̄i) and gluons from the

higher-order splittings. We give the averaged momen-
tum fractions hxfii =

R
xfi(x)dx carried by various par-

ton species in Table I. The two scale choices lead to less
than 20% di↵erence for the EW PDFs. As expected, the
fermionic states sharply peak at x ⇡ 1, while the bosonic
states peak at x ⇡ 0, reflecting the infrared behavior. It
is noted that there is an enhanced rate at small x for
the fermions, deviating from the leading order behavior
⇠ 1/(1�x). This is from the soft �⇤

/Z
⇤
/W

⇤ splitting at
higher orders. Owing to the large flux of photons at low
scales, the neutral EW PDFs are largest. Unlike all the
other EW PDFs that scale logarithmically with Q, the
longitudinal gauge bosons (WL, ZL) do not scale with Q

at the leading order [15, 16, 26] � an explicit example
for Bjorken-scaling restoration.

III. Cross sections for Semi-inclusive Processes in
µ
+
µ
� Collisions

We write the production cross section of an exclusive
final state F and the unspecified remnants X in terms
of the parton luminosity dLij/d⌧ and the corresponding

: the valance. : LO sea.
Quarks: NLO; gluons: NNLO.
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• Underlying sub-processes:
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• Unique kinematic features:

p
s (TeV) 3 6 10 14 30

benchmark lumi (ab�1) 1 4 10 20 90
� (fb): WW ! H 490 700 830 950 1200

ZZ ! H 51 72 89 96 120
WW ! HH 0.80 1.8 3.2 4.3 6.7
ZZ ! HH 0.11 0.24 0.43 0.57 0.91
WW ! ZH 9.5 22 33 42 67
WW ! tt̄H 0.012 0.046 0.090 0.14 0.28
WW ! Z 2200 3100 3600 4200 5200
WW ! ZZ 57 130 200 260 420

Table 1: SM Higgs boson production cross sections in units of fb at a muon collider for
various energies. For comparison, the SM background processes of Z and ZZ production are
also shown.

an integrated luminosity of 10 ab�1, we may expect the production of about 107 Higgs bosons
and 3.6 ⇥ 104 Higgs pairs. For comparison, we have also included in Table 1 the SM irre-
ducible backgrounds µ

+
µ
� VBF

! Z,ZZ, which are also largely from the VBF mechanism, in
Table 1. Although the background rates are larger than the signals by a factor of 4 (55) for
the H (HH) process, they populate different kinematical regions from the signals and can be
reduced by appropriate kinematic cuts.

3 V V H Couplings

At high energy lepton colliders, the cross section for single H production via the Higgs-
strahlung µ

+
µ
�

! ZH falls as 1/s. The high statistics channels for measurements of V V H

couplings rely on the WW and ZZ fusion via the VBF topology:

µ
+
µ
�

! ⌫µ⌫̄µ H (WW fusion), (3.1)
µ
+
µ
�

! µ
+
µ
�
H (ZZ fusion). (3.2)

See Fig. 1 for a representative Feynman diagram. It would be desirable to separate these
two classes of events by tagging the outgoing muons and achieve independent measurements
on WWH and ZZH couplings. However, for the VBF topology, the outgoing muons have a
tendency to stay in the forward region due to the t-channel propagator shown in Fig. 2(a).
Although the transverse momentum of the outgoing muons is sizable and governed by the
propagator mass p

µ

T
⇠ MZ , at very high energies the muons are all extremely forward with

a polar angle typically ✓µ ⇡ MZ/Eµ. In Fig. 3(a), we show the angular distributions of the
outgoing muons at

p
s = 3, 10, 30 TeV. One can see that, for example, the scattering angle for

a muon is peaked near ✓µ ⇠ 0.02 ⇡ 1.2� at 10 TeV. These very forward muons would most
likely escape the detection in a detector at a few degrees away from colliding beams. This
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various energies. For comparison, the SM background processes of Z and ZZ production are
also shown.
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and 3.6 ⇥ 104 Higgs pairs. For comparison, we have also included in Table 1 the SM irre-
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+
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! Z,ZZ, which are also largely from the VBF mechanism, in
Table 1. Although the background rates are larger than the signals by a factor of 4 (55) for
the H (HH) process, they populate different kinematical regions from the signals and can be
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+
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H (ZZ fusion). (3.2)

See Fig. 1 for a representative Feynman diagram. It would be desirable to separate these
two classes of events by tagging the outgoing muons and achieve independent measurements
on WWH and ZZH couplings. However, for the VBF topology, the outgoing muons have a
tendency to stay in the forward region due to the t-channel propagator shown in Fig. 2(a).
Although the transverse momentum of the outgoing muons is sizable and governed by the
propagator mass p

µ

T
⇠ MZ , at very high energies the muons are all extremely forward with

a polar angle typically ✓µ ⇡ MZ/Eµ. In Fig. 3(a), we show the angular distributions of the
outgoing muons at

p
s = 3, 10, 30 TeV. One can see that, for example, the scattering angle for

a muon is peaked near ✓µ ⇠ 0.02 ⇡ 1.2� at 10 TeV. These very forward muons would most
likely escape the detection in a detector at a few degrees away from colliding beams. This
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Table 1: SM Higgs boson production cross sections in units of fb at a muon collider for
various energies. For comparison, the SM background processes of Z and ZZ production are
also shown.

an integrated luminosity of 10 ab�1, we may expect the production of about 107 Higgs bosons
and 3.6 ⇥ 104 Higgs pairs. For comparison, we have also included in Table 1 the SM irre-
ducible backgrounds µ

+
µ
� VBF

! Z,ZZ, which are also largely from the VBF mechanism, in
Table 1. Although the background rates are larger than the signals by a factor of 4 (55) for
the H (HH) process, they populate different kinematical regions from the signals and can be
reduced by appropriate kinematic cuts.
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At high energy lepton colliders, the cross section for single H production via the Higgs-
strahlung µ
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! ZH falls as 1/s. The high statistics channels for measurements of V V H
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! ⌫µ⌫̄µ H (WW fusion), (3.1)
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H (ZZ fusion). (3.2)

See Fig. 1 for a representative Feynman diagram. It would be desirable to separate these
two classes of events by tagging the outgoing muons and achieve independent measurements
on WWH and ZZH couplings. However, for the VBF topology, the outgoing muons have a
tendency to stay in the forward region due to the t-channel propagator shown in Fig. 2(a).
Although the transverse momentum of the outgoing muons is sizable and governed by the
propagator mass p

µ

T
⇠ MZ , at very high energies the muons are all extremely forward with

a polar angle typically ✓µ ⇡ MZ/Eµ. In Fig. 3(a), we show the angular distributions of the
outgoing muons at

p
s = 3, 10, 30 TeV. One can see that, for example, the scattering angle for

a muon is peaked near ✓µ ⇠ 0.02 ⇡ 1.2� at 10 TeV. These very forward muons would most
likely escape the detection in a detector at a few degrees away from colliding beams. This
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WWH / ZZH couplings

HHH / WWHH  couplings:

Figure 1: VBF production of a single Higgs boson at a high energy muon collider via WW

fusion. For ZZ fusion, replace the W propagator by the Z propagator and the outgoing
neutrinos by muons.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Double Higgs production at a high energy muon collider via WW fusion. The
production goes through the VBF topology, as in Fig. 1.

2 Higgs Boson Production at a High-energy Muon Collider

The Higgs boson couples predominantly to heavier particles. The production of a Higgs boson
thus involves other heavy particles in the SM. At high energies, gauge bosons will copiously
radiate off the colliding beams. Therefore, the vector boson fusion (VBF) mechanism are the
dominant source for the Higgs boson production at a high-energy muon collider [29, 30]. The
production processes involving the Higgs boson at a high-energy muon collider include

µ
+
µ
� VBF

�! H, ZH, HH and tt̄H , (2.1)

which are all dominantly from the VBF processes. We list the production cross sections in
Table 1 for those Higgs production processes with a few representative benchmark energy
choices. Cross sections are computed using the package MadGraph [34]. Recently it has been
advocated that, in high energy collisions, it may be appropriate to adopt the approach of elec-
troweak parton distribution functions (EW PDF) [30] to resum the potentially large collinear
logarithms at high scales. For the processes under consideration, the difference is insignificant
since the single Higgs production is set by a low scale mH , while the Higgs pair production HH

is dominated by the longitudinal gauge boson fusion (WLWL), that has no scale dependence
at the leading order.

We will examine the precision measurements of the Higgs boson couplings via the pro-
duction processes as depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. For instance, at a 10 TeV muon collider with
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Table 1: SM Higgs boson production cross sections in units of fb at a muon collider for
various energies. For comparison, the SM background processes of Z and ZZ production are
also shown.

an integrated luminosity of 10 ab�1, we may expect the production of about 107 Higgs bosons
and 3.6 ⇥ 104 Higgs pairs. For comparison, we have also included in Table 1 the SM irre-
ducible backgrounds µ

+
µ
� VBF

! Z,ZZ, which are also largely from the VBF mechanism, in
Table 1. Although the background rates are larger than the signals by a factor of 4 (55) for
the H (HH) process, they populate different kinematical regions from the signals and can be
reduced by appropriate kinematic cuts.

3 V V H Couplings

At high energy lepton colliders, the cross section for single H production via the Higgs-
strahlung µ

+
µ
�

! ZH falls as 1/s. The high statistics channels for measurements of V V H

couplings rely on the WW and ZZ fusion via the VBF topology:

µ
+
µ
�

! ⌫µ⌫̄µ H (WW fusion), (3.1)
µ
+
µ
�

! µ
+
µ
�
H (ZZ fusion). (3.2)

See Fig. 1 for a representative Feynman diagram. It would be desirable to separate these
two classes of events by tagging the outgoing muons and achieve independent measurements
on WWH and ZZH couplings. However, for the VBF topology, the outgoing muons have a
tendency to stay in the forward region due to the t-channel propagator shown in Fig. 2(a).
Although the transverse momentum of the outgoing muons is sizable and governed by the
propagator mass p

µ

T
⇠ MZ , at very high energies the muons are all extremely forward with

a polar angle typically ✓µ ⇡ MZ/Eµ. In Fig. 3(a), we show the angular distributions of the
outgoing muons at

p
s = 3, 10, 30 TeV. One can see that, for example, the scattering angle for

a muon is peaked near ✓µ ⇠ 0.02 ⇡ 1.2� at 10 TeV. These very forward muons would most
likely escape the detection in a detector at a few degrees away from colliding beams. This
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TH, D. Liu, I. Low, 
X. Wang, arXiv:2008.12204
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Figure 8: Summary of the expected accuracies at 95% C.L. for the Higgs couplings at a
variety of muon collider collider energies and luminosities. The upper horizontal axis marks
the accessible scale ⇤, assuming c6,H ⇠ O(1).

TeV at a collider of (10 � 30) TeV, we would be probing new physics at very high scales or
deeply into quantum effects.

p
s (lumi.) 3 TeV (1 ab�1) 6 (4) 10 (10) 14 (20) 30 (90) Comparison

WWH (�W ) 0.26% 0.12% 0.073% 0.050% 0.023% 0.1% [41]
⇤/

p
c
i
(TeV) 4.7 7.0 9.0 11 16 (68% C.L.)

ZZH (�Z) 1.4% 0.89% 0.61% 0.46% 0.21% 0.13% [17]
⇤/

p
c
i
(TeV) 2.1 2.6 3.2 3.6 5.3 (95% C.L.)

WWHH (�W2) 5.3% 1.3% 0.62% 0.41% 0.20% 5% [36]
⇤/

p
c
i
(TeV) 1.1 2.1 3.1 3.8 5.5 (68% C.L.)

HHH (�3) 25% 10% 5.6% 3.9% 2.0% 5% [22, 23]
⇤/

p
c
i
(TeV) 0.49 0.77 1.0 1.2 1.7 (68% C.L.)

Table 7: Summary table of the expected accuracies at 95% C.L. for the Higgs couplings at a
variety of muon collider collider energies and luminosities.

In our analyses, we only focused on the leading decay channel H ! bb̄. A more com-
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1 Introduction

The discovery of the Higgs boson at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) opens a new
avenue in particle physics. On the one hand, the existence of the Higgs boson completes the
particle spectrum in the Standard Model (SM) and provides a self-consistent mechanism in
quantum field theory for mass generation of elementary particles. On the other hand, the SM
does not address the underlying mechanism for the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB)
and thus fails to understand the stability of the weak scale with respect to the Planck scale. In
order to gain further insight for those fundamental questions, it is of high priority to study the
Higgs boson properties to high precision in the hope to identify hints for new physics beyond
the SM.

In the SM, the Higgs sector is constructed from a complex scalar doublet �. After
the EWSB, the neutral real component is the Higgs boson excitation H and the other three
degrees of freedom become the longitudinal components of the massive gauge bosons. As such,
studying the Higgs-gauge boson couplings would be the most direct probe to the underlying
mechanism of the electroweak symmetry breaking. After the EWSB, the Higgs sector can be
parameterized as

L �

✓
M

2
WW

+
µ W

�µ +
1

2
M

2
ZZµZ

µ

◆✓
V

2H

v
+ V2

H
2

v2

◆
�

m
2
H

2v

✓
3H

3 +
1

4v
4H

4

◆
, (1.1)

where v = 246 GeV is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field and i = 1 for the SM
couplings at tree-level. This “-scheme” is a convenient phenomenological parameterization
of deviations from the SM expectations, which is suitable for the exploratory nature of the
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) p
H

T
distribution of the Higgs boson in 1µ channel (b) Separation of the b jets

from H ! bb̄.

background is µ
+
µ
�

! ZZ ! µ
+
µ
�
Z with Z ! bb̄. There is no WW fusion analogue for

this channel. We adopt the same basic cuts as in Eqs. (3.3), (3.4) and (3.6). The background
is highly suppressed. In addition, we require the presence of at least one muon to be in

10� < ✓µ± < 170�. (3.8)

This turns out to be very costly to the signal, since the majority of the muons have ✓µ < 10�,
as already seen in Fig. 3. As such, the signal reconstruction efficiencies for this channel are
very low and are shown in Table 2, together with the predicted cross sections in the middle
rows. With the high luminosity expected, the 95% C.L. on the coupling measurements is
shown also in Table 3 for the exclusive 1µ channel. Although the result at a 3 TeV collider
is comparable to that from the inclusive channel, at higher energies the estimated precision
is worse than the inclusive channel despite the higher energies and more luminosities. This is
mainly due to the significantly reduced number of events from the tagging requirement for a
forward-backward muon.

It is important to note another significant consequence of requiring one muon in the range
of 10� < ✓µ± < 170�. For highly energetic muons, this large scattering angle leads to a high
transverse momentum p

µ

T
> 0.17Eµ and, consequently, induces a strong recoil in the Higgs

boson produced in the final state. In Fig. 5 we show the pT distribution of the Higgs boson
in (a) for the 1µ channel as well as Rbb in (b), the separation of the b-jets from H ! bb̄. In
particular, at

p
s = 30 TeV, the Higgs boson tend to have a large pT , in the order of 2.5 TeV,

and the resulting decay is boosted with Rbb ⇠ 0.2. Care needs to be taken when reconstructing
such boosted events.
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p
s [TeV] �SM [fb] R1 R2 R3 R4 R5

3 TeV 0.91 �3.5 �0.65 3.1 14 0.49

6 TeV 2.0 �3.9 �0.50 2.8 29 0.35

10 TeV 3.6 �4.3 �0.43 2.7 54 0.29

14 TeV 4.9 �4.4 �0.38 2.6 80 0.25

30 TeV 7.6 �4.4 �0.28 2.3 210 0.19

Table 4: Predicted cross sections of the inclusive µ
+
µ
�

! HH +X, as given in Eq. (4.2) at
different muon collider energies.

where ASM, A2 ⇠ constant, and A1 ⇠ E
2 at high energies E � MW . Because of the energy

growing behavior of A1, the cross section has a strong dependence on �W2 over a large
range of phase space. As a result, we expect to be able to constrain W2 better than 3.
This argument also shows, when extracting the trilinear Higgs self-coupling it is important to
consider the impact from the quartic V V HH coupling. In this study, we have assumed the
HHV V vertex is modified only in its strength for simplicity, while in many well-motivated new
physics models the tensor structure of the quartic coupling could also be corrected [37, 38].
It will be interesting to further assess the impact of these additional modifications on the
extraction of 3 [39].

For the Higgs decays, we once again focus on the leading decay channel HH ! bb̄ bb̄,
which has a SM branching fraction BR(4b) ' 34%. We impose basic acceptance cuts

pT (b) > 30 GeV, 10� < ✓b < 170�, �Rbb > 0.4. (4.4)

As before, we further assume the jet energy resolution to be �E/E = 10%.
The Higgs candidates are reconstructed from the four most energetic jets. The four jets

are paired by minimizing
(mj1j2 � mH)2 + (mj3j4 � mH)2. (4.5)

And for each Higgs candidate, we impose

|mjj � mH | < 15 GeV (4.6)

to reject background from Z and W resonances. We also require the recoil mass

Mrecoil =
q

(pµ+ + pµ� � pH1 � pH2)
2 > 200 GeV. (4.7)

The signal selection efficiencies and the corresponding cross sections are listed in Table 2. If
we tighten the angular cut to 20�, the efficiencies would drop by a factor of 3 – 4.

We again perform a simultaneous fit to 3 and W2 using binned maximum likelihood
fit. Given the different energy dependence in the subamplitudes controlled by 3 and W2 , we
decided to bin the mHH distribution into the following intervals2

mHH = [0, 350, 450, 550, 650, 750, 950, 1350, 5000] GeV. (4.8)
2
A similar procedure for double Higgs production in hadron colliders can be found in Ref. [40].
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Achievable accuracies
Leading channel H à bb:
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Cirelli, Fornengo and Strumia: 
hep-ph/0512090, 0903.3381;
TH, Z. Liu, L.T. Wang, X. Wang: 
arXiv:2009.11287

• WIMP Dark Matter
(a conservative SUSY scenario)

Consider the “minimal EW dark matter”: an EW multi-plet
• The lightest neutral component as DM
• Interactions well defined à pure gauge
• Mass upper limit predicted à thermal relic abundance 

Thermal targets

Model Therm. 5! discovery coverage (TeV)
(color, n, Y ) target mono-" mono-µ di-µ’s disp. tracks

(1,2,1/2) Dirac 1.1 TeV — 2.8 — 1.8! 3.7

(1,3,0) Majorana 2.8 TeV — 3.7 — 13! 14

(1,3,#) Dirac 2.0 TeV 0.9 4.6 — 13! 14

(1,5,0) Majorana 14 TeV 3.1 7.0 3.1 10! 14

(1,5,#) Dirac 6.6 TeV 6.9 7.8 4.2 11! 14

(1,7,0) Majorana 23 TeV 11 8.6 6.1 8.1! 12

(1,7,#) Dirac 16 TeV 13 9.2 7.4 8.6! 13

Table 1: Generic minimal dark matter considered in this paper and a brief summary of
their 5! discovery coverage at a 30 TeV high energy muon collider with the three individual
channels. Further details of individual and combined channels, the 2! and 5! reaches, and
di!erent collider parameter choices, including

"
s =3, 6, 10, 14, 30, 100 TeV are provided in

the summary plots in Figure 15, Figure 16, and in the appendix.

signals to be investigated in this paper. We will, however, adopt the notation (1, n = 2T+1, #)

to label a Dirac multiplet, and correspondingly (1, n = 2T + 1, 0) for a Majarona multiplet.
For an even-dimensional n-plet, setting Y = (n ! 1)/2 ensures the lightest eigenstate of

the EW multiplet to be neutral.1 In the minimal case, the limits from direct detection rule out
all cases with Y #= 0.2 Hence, to make the even-dimensional multiplet a viable scenario, we
could go beyond the minimality and introduce another state which mixes with the multiplet
after EW symmetry breaking and generates a small Majorana mass splitting between the
neutral Dirac fermion pair [20]. It is also possible to have such a splitting, while the EW loop
corrections still dominate the mass splitting between the neutral and the charged members
of the multiplet. For example, if a dimension-5 operator generates a mass splitting after
integrating out the new physics with a mass scale M , we have !m $ v2/M . Requiring this
to be smaller than the loop contributions and yet large enough to protect against the direct
detection bounds puts M % (10–1000) TeV. Whether such additional new physics can also be
probed at a high-energy muon collider is a model-dependent question that we will not pursue
further. For the rest of our analyses, we will present the EW doublet (Higgsino) results while
implicitly making the assumptions above. It is the smallest even-dimensional multiplet and
also present in SUSY. The results for higher even-n multiplets are included in the appendix.
The main features of the collider signals in these cases are similar to those odd-dimensional
multiplets discussed in detail in this paper.

In principle, both real and complex scalar EW multiplets can contain viable dark matter
1For smaller values of Y for the even n-plet, one might need to rely on some additional splitting generating

mechanisms to change the lightest state being charged to neutral for n ! 4. For a more detailed discussion on
the splittings and hyper-charges, see subsection 3.4.

2The only exception is the case with tiny hyper-charge discussed above.
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Figure 5: Thermal relic DM abundance computed taking into account tree-level scatterings (blue

curve), adding Sommerfeld corrections (red curve), and adding bound state formation (ma-

genta). We consider DM as a fermion SU(2)L triplet (left panel) and as a fermion quintuplet

(right panel). In the first case the SU(2)L-invariant approximation is not good, but it’s enough

to show that bound states have a negligible impact. In the latter case the SU(2)L-invariant
approximation is reasonably good, and adding bound states has a sizeable e↵ect.

relevant for thermal freeze-out, the bound state can be produced by �+�� co-annihilations. In
the SU(2)L-invariant computation this di↵erence arises because we have isospin as an extra
quantum number: the bound state with ` = 0 and I = 1 can be produced from an initial state
with ` = 1, I = 3. As discussed above, the SU(2)L-invariant approximation is not accurate;
nevertheless it su�ces to estimate that the bound-state contribution is negligible.

Fig. 4a compares the approximated binding energy with the one computed numerically
from the full potential of eq. (80). In SU(2)L-invariant approximation the annihilation width
is �ann = 8↵5

2
M�, and the production cross section �� ! B1s1� is given by eq. (51) (with

CJ = CT =
p
2) times ↵em/3↵2 to take into account that only the photon can be emitted

(thermal masses do not kinematically block the process), given that the non-thermal masses
MW,Z are much bigger than the binding energy. Even with this rough (over)estimate, bound-
state formation a↵ects the DM relic density by a negligible amount, at the % level. Its e↵ect
is not visible in fig. 5 where we show the DM thermal abundance as function of the DM mass.

7.2 Minimal Dark Matter fermion quintuplet

We next consider the Minimal DM fermionic quintuplet [4]. The DM-DM states formed by two
quintuplets of SU(2)L decompose into the following isospin channels

5⌦ 5 = 1S � 3A � 5S � 7A � 9S. (87)

26
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The mass reach for minimal WIMP DM:

Summary: the reach

With inclusive signal: ECM ≈ 14 TeV enough to cover n≤3 multiplets. 
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Figure 16: Summary of the exclusion (upper panel) and discovery (lower panel) reaches of
various muon collider running scenarios. The thick bars represent the combined reach from
missing mass searches through mono-photon, mono-muon, and VBF di-muon channels. The
thin and faint bars represent our estimates of the mono-photon plus one disappearing track
search. The burgundy vertical bars represent the thermal target for a given EW-multiplet
model.

thermal relic abundance is saturated by the EW multiplets DM under consideration. When
combining the inclusive (missing mass) channels, the overall reach is less than the kinematical
limit m! !

"
s/2, especially for EW multiplets with n # 3 due to the low signal-to-background
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Higher energy needed to cover higher multiplets.

With disappearing track: potential to reach almost m! ≈ 1/2 ECM
TH, Z. Liu, L.T. Wang, X. Wang: arXiv:2009.11287
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• Heavy Higgs Bosons Production 
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Figure 3. Cross sections of µ+µ� ! H+H� (red), and HA (green) through µ+µ� annihilation (left
panel), and in addition and H±H/H±A (blue), HH/AA (purple), through VBF (right panel) in the
alignment limit cos(� � ↵) = 0 at di↵erent c.m. energy

p
s. We use solid, dashed and dotted line for

degenerate heavy Higgs masses m� = 1 TeV, 2 TeV and 5 TeV, respectively. The second y-axis on
the right shows the corresponding event yields for a 10 ab�1 integrated luminosity.

Figure 4. The Parton Luminosity at Q = 5TeV (Left) and Q =
p
ŝ/2 with ŝ = ⌧s (Right).

Higgs masses m�(= mH = mA = mH±) =1 TeV (solid curves), 2 TeV (dashed curves) and

5 TeV (dotted curves). Red and green curves are used for H+H� and HA productions.

The second y-axis on the right shows the corresponding event yields for a 10 ab�1 integrated

luminosity. We see the threshold behavior for a scalar pair production in a P-wave as � ⇠ �3,

with � =
q

1 � 4m2
H
/s. Well above the threshold, the cross sections asymptotically approach

� ⇠ ↵2/s, which is insensitive to the heavy Higgs mass. The excess of the H+H� production

cross section over that of HA is attributed to the �⇤-mediated process. The cross sections are

calculated using MadGraph5 V2.6.7 [23] with Initial State Radiation (ISR) accounted [24].
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Figure 6. Individual contributions from di↵erent fusion sub-processes to the H+H� (left panel) and
HH (right panel) productions. Cross sections are calculated with the degenerate heavy Higgs mass of
m� = 1 TeV.
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H
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�
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/T
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µ+µ� ! H+H�

mH± = 1 TeV

mH± = 2 TeV

Figure 7. Normalized invariant mass mH+H� distribution for µ+µ� ! H+H� at
p
s = 14 TeV for

charged Higgs mass mH± = 1 TeV (red) and 2 TeV (blue). Solid (dashed) lines are for annihilation
(VBF) contribution.

collinear nature. As such, the µ+µ� annihilation and VBF both lead to the same observable

Higgs pair final states. However, the invariant mass distributions of the Higgs pair system

present a qualitatively di↵erent feature for these two processes: namely, m�1�2 ⇡
p
s near the

c.m. energy for the annihilation process, and m�1�2 ⇡ m�1 + m�2 near the threshold for the

VBF process, which is shown Fig. 7 for H+H� production process. [SL: These are consistent

with the fact that for s-channels the c.m. energy is equal to the colliding energy while for

VBF channels the fermions associated with the initial state gauge bosons take away some

energies.] SS: The explanation is not accurate. Why VBF peak around 2mH? [SL: That’s

because the partonic luminosity drops exponentially with
p
ŝ (see Fig. 4), which makes the

distribution concentrated at the energy threshold
p
ŝ = 2mH± .]
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production Type-I Type-II Type-F Type-L

small tan� < 5

H+H� tb̄, t̄b

HA/HH/AA tt̄, tt̄

H±H/A tb, tt̄

intermediate tan�

H+H� tb̄, t̄b tb, ⌧⌫⌧
HA/HH/AA tt̄, tt̄ tt̄, bb̄ tt̄, ⌧+⌧�

H±H/A tb, tt̄ tb, tt̄; tb, bb̄ tb, tt̄; tb, ⌧+⌧�;

⌧⌫⌧ , tt̄; ⌧⌫⌧ , ⌧+⌧�

large tan� > 10

H+H� tb̄, t̄b tb, tb(⌧⌫⌧ ) tb̄, t̄b ⌧+⌫⌧ , ⌧�⌫⌧
HA/HH/AA tt̄, tt̄ bb̄, bb̄(⌧+⌧�) bb̄, bb̄ ⌧+⌧�, ⌧+⌧�

H±H/A tb, tt̄ tb(⌧⌫⌧ ), bb̄(⌧+⌧�) tb, bb̄ ⌧±⌫⌧ , ⌧+⌧�

Table 6. leading signal channels of Higgs pair production for various 2HDMs in di↵erent regions of
small, intermediate and large tan�. Channels in the parenthesis are the sub-leading channels.

Figure 8. The representative Feynman diagram for annihilation process: µ+µ� ! ff̄ 0�.

• Type-II and Type-F can not be distinguished for all ranges of tan� based on the leading

channel, since the leptonic decay mode is always sub-dominate comparing to decays into

top or bottom quarks in all ranges of tan�. The full discrimination is only possible at

tan� > 10 if the sub-leading H± ! ⌧⌫ and H/A ! ⌧+⌧� decays in Type-II can be

detected, which has ⇠10% branching fraction.

4 Higgs boson associated production with a pair of fermions

4.1 Production cross sections

Heavy Higgs bosons can also be abundantly produced in association with a pair of heavy

fermions at a muon collider. The production modes in Eq. (4.1) through µ+µ� annihilation

are accomplished through the intermediate �⇤/Z⇤ decaying into a pair of fermions, followed

by the radiation of a heavy Higgs boson

µ+µ� ! bb̄H/A, tt̄H/A, tbH±,

! ⌧+⌧�H/A, ⌧±⌫⌧H
⌥.

(4.1)

The Feynman diagrams of the dominant contributions are given in Fig. 8 The cross sections

are shown in the left panel of Fig. 9. SS: Find out the mass used in getting the Yukawa
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Radiative returns:
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Figure 17. Left panel shows the cross section of single heavy Higgs production through radiative
return for mH = 1, 2 and 15 TeV at tan� = 1. Solid curves are the convoluted cross section with ISR
spectrum, while the dashed curves are for µ+µ� ! H�. Right panel shows the tan� dependence of
the cross section for

p
s = 14 TeV and mH = 12 TeV.

The right panel of Fig. 17 shows the tan� dependence of the cross section for
p
s = 14

TeV and mH = 12 TeV. While the cross section at tan� = 1 is much smaller than the other

production channels we considered earlier, the cross section scales like tan2 � in Type-II/L,

which could be sizable at large tan�. It could even be the dominant production for heavy

Higgs in the large tan� region of Type-L, when pair production is kinematically forbidden

and quark associated productions are suppressed.

6 Summary

High energy muon colliders o↵ers new opportunity for the direct production of heavy particles.

In this paper, we study the discovery potential of the heavy Higgs bosons in Two-Higgs-

Doublet Models (2HDM) at a high-energy muon collider. Both pair production of non-

SM Higgses, and single non-SM Higgs production in association with pair of fermions are

analyzed, as well as radiative return production of single non-SM Higgs. We found that pair

productions are dominant below the
p
s/2 production threshold, while single non-SM Higgs

productions could be important for heavier masses, and in regions of tan� with Yukawa

coupling enhancement. Radiative return single production, in particular, could be important

in the large tan� region Type-L. We also compared the annihilation production versus the

VBF production, and found that VBF processes could be dominating at large center of mass

energy and low scalar masses. With appropriate cuts on the invariant mass, momentum, and

angle, the dominant SM backgrounds could be suppressed to a negligible level. SS: Check
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We also access the discrimination power of muon colliders on di↵erent types of 2HDMs.

With the combination of both the productions and decays, we found that while it is challenge
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5 Radiative return

While the cross sections for heavy Higgs pair production are unsuppressed under the alignment

limit, the cross section has a threshold cut of at mH ⇠
p
s/2. The resonant production for a

single heavy Higgs boson may further extend the coverage to about mH ⇠
p
s, as long as the

coupling strength to µ+µ� is big enough. The drawback for the resonant production is that

the collider energy would have to be tuned close to the mass of the heavy Higgs, which is less

feasible at future muon colliders. A promising mechanism is to take advantage of the initial

state radiation (ISR), so that the colliding energy is reduced to a lower value for a resonant

production, thus dubbed the “radiative return”, as shown in Fig. 16.

Figure 16. Feynman diagram for resonant production of heavy Higgs with ISR.

This mechanism can be characterized by the process

µ+µ� ! �H, (5.1)

where � can be a mono-photon observed in the detector, or unobserved along the beam

as the collinear radiation. We first calculate the cross section of the mono-photon process

for mH = 1, 5, 15 TeV at tan� = 1. 10� < ✓ < 170� is imposed for the photon detection

acceptance. For a single photon production, its energy is mono-chromatic E� = (s�m2
H

)/2
p
s.

The results are given in the left panel of Fig. 17 by the dashed curves.

As a comparison, we calculate the µ+µ� ! H process with ISR spectrum

f`/`(x) =
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To compare with process in Eq. (5.1), we calculate the cross section to the first order of

↵ by convoluting the ISR spectrum to one muon beam,

� = 2

Z
dx1f`/`(x1)�̂(⌧ = x1) =
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The results are given in the left panel of Fig. 17 by the solid curves. As we see, the cross

section is increasing with heavy Higgs mass mH , which benefits from the richness of the phase

space.
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Figure 17. Left panel shows the cross section of single heavy Higgs production through radiative
return for mH = 1, 2 and 15 TeV at tan� = 1. Solid curves are the convoluted cross section with ISR
spectrum, while the dashed curves are for µ+µ� ! H�. Right panel shows the tan� dependence of
the cross section for

p
s = 14 TeV and mH = 12 TeV.

The right panel of Fig. 17 shows the tan� dependence of the cross section for
p
s = 14

TeV and mH = 12 TeV. While the cross section at tan� = 1 is much smaller than the other

production channels we considered earlier, the cross section scales like tan2 � in Type-II/L,

which could be sizable at large tan�. It could even be the dominant production for heavy

Higgs in the large tan� region of Type-L, when pair production is kinematically forbidden

and quark associated productions are suppressed.

6 Summary

High energy muon colliders o↵ers new opportunity for the direct production of heavy particles.

In this paper, we study the discovery potential of the heavy Higgs bosons in Two-Higgs-

Doublet Models (2HDM) at a high-energy muon collider. Both pair production of non-

SM Higgses, and single non-SM Higgs production in association with pair of fermions are

analyzed, as well as radiative return production of single non-SM Higgs. We found that pair

productions are dominant below the
p
s/2 production threshold, while single non-SM Higgs

productions could be important for heavier masses, and in regions of tan� with Yukawa

coupling enhancement. Radiative return single production, in particular, could be important

in the large tan� region Type-L. We also compared the annihilation production versus the

VBF production, and found that VBF processes could be dominating at large center of mass

energy and low scalar masses. With appropriate cuts on the invariant mass, momentum, and

angle, the dominant SM backgrounds could be suppressed to a negligible level. SS: Check

this statement about the background.

We also access the discrimination power of muon colliders on di↵erent types of 2HDMs.

With the combination of both the productions and decays, we found that while it is challenge
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Figure 17. Left panel shows the cross section of single heavy Higgs production through radiative
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FIG. 1: Main production mechanisms of heavy Higgs boson H/A at lepton colliders.

Coupling  ⌘ g/gSM Type-II & lepton-specific Type-I & flipped

gHµ+µ� µ sin↵/ cos� cos↵/ sin�

gAµ+µ� µ tan� � cot�

gHZZ Z cos(� � ↵) cos(� � ↵)

gHAZ 1� 
2
Z sin(� � ↵) sin(� � ↵)

TABLE I: Parametrization and their 2HDM models correspondence.

In Sec. II A, we first present the radiative return production of heavy Higgs boson in µ
+
µ
� collision in detail. We

also consider the production l
+
l
� ! ZH and l

+
l
� ! AH (l = e, µ) in Sec. II B. To make the illustration more

concrete, we compare these production modes in Sec. II C in the framework of 2HDM. Because of the rather clean
experimental environment and the model-independent reconstruction of the Higgs signal events at lepton colliders,
we also study the sensitivity of the invisible decay from the radiative return process in Sec. III. Finally, we summarize
our results and conclude in Sec. IV.

II. PRODUCTION MECHANISMS

Perhaps the most useful feature of a muon collider is the potential to have s-channel resonant production of the
Higgs boson [6–8, 10, 22]. As has been already mentioned in the previous section, such a machine undoubtedly has its
merits in analyzing in detail the already discovered Higgs boson near 125 GeV. When it comes to identifying a heavier
additional (pseudo)scalar, however, we do not have any a priori knowledge about the mass, rendering the new particle
search rather di�cult. If one envisions a rather wide-ranged scanning, it would require to devote a large portion of
the design integrated luminosity [9, 10]. In this section, we discuss the three di↵erent production mechanisms for the
associated production of the heavy Higgs boson. Besides the “radiative return” as in Eq. (1), we also consider

µ
+
µ
� ! Z

⇤ ! ZH and HA. (2)

The relevant Feynman diagrams are all shown in Fig. 1.
We first parametrize the relevant heavy Higgs boson couplings as

Lint = �µ

mµ

v
Hµ̄µ+ iµ

mµ

v
Aµ̄�5µ+ Z

m
2
Z

v
HZ

µ
Zµ +

g

2 cos ✓W

q
(1� 

2
Z
)(H@

µ
A�A@

µ
H)Zµ. (3)

The two parameters µ and Z characterize the coupling strength with respect to the SM Higgs boson couplings to
µ
+
µ
� and ZZ. The coupling µ controls the heavy Higgs resonant production and the radiative return cross sections,

while Z controls the cross sections for ZH associated production and heavy Higgs pair HA production. We have
used µ as the common scale parameter for Yukawa couplings of both the CP-even H and the CP-odd A, although in
principle they could be di↵erent. For the HAZ coupling we have used the generic 2HDM relation: Z is proportional
to cos(� �↵) and the HAZ coupling is proportional to sin(� �↵).1 In the heavy Higgs decoupling limit of 2HDM at
large mA, Z ⌘ cos(� � ↵) ⇠ m

2
Z
/m

2
A

is highly suppressed and µ ⇡ tan� (� cot�) in Type-II [24, 25] and lepton-
specific [26–29] (Type-I [23, 24] and flipped [26–29]) 2HDM. Note that many SUSY models, including MSSM and

1 Customarily, tan� is the ratio of the two vev’s, and ↵ is the mixing angle of the two scalar states.
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Summary: “Who ordered That?” 
The muon is such a pleasant surprise Nature offers us!
• Leads to many discoveries
• Provides deeper understanding of Nature
• Continues to play a key role in going forward

Muon physics has taken many spot-lights
at Snowmass 2021! 

Look forward to more surprises with muons! 
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